INTRODUCTION
.At the U.S. Geological Survey we are using the Application Visualization System^ (AVS) software environment developed by AVS Inc. to visualize the results of an ocean circulation and sediment transport model for Massachusetts Bay [Signell and Wright, 1993] . Because the data covers a wide geographic region, spatial distortion is a problem unless map projections are used. Therefore, we found it necessary to write an AVS module to use map projections to convert geographic longitude and latitude coordinates to cartesian coordinates.
Initially written to satisfy our needs, module "Proj_coords" was made as general as possible so that it might be useful to the visualization community at large. "Proj_coords" uses the cartographic projection software system PROJ.4 [Evenden, 1990] . About 70 cartographic projections and inverse projections are provided as well as conversions of State Plane Coordinate Systems to and from geographic coordinates.
Module "Proj_coords" provides simple character-string type-in widgets for specifying the choice of projection and accompanying cartographic parameters. On-line help is provided in the form of a text browser for viewing help files that users can create in advance. The help files may contain whatever information the user considers most relevant for his application, such as which projections to use and the correct parameters to specify.
The C source code, the Makefile for generating the executable program, and the help file for the module are available via anonymous ftp from the International AVS Center (IAC) at the North Carolina Supercomputing Center (avs.ncsc.org). They are also included in the appendices of this report. The module requires PROJ. 4 /* Output Port Specifications */ out_port = AVScreate_output_port ("pro j_coords", "field irregular"); /* Parameter Specifications */ param = AVSadd_parameter("option_01", "string", "", "", ":"); AVSconnect_widget (param, "typein" ) ; AVSadd_parameter_prop (param, "width", "integer", 4) ; param = AVSadd_parameter( "opt ion_02", "string", "", "", ":"); AVSconnect_widget (param, "typein") ; AVSadd_parameter_prop (param, "width", "integer", 4) ; param = AVSadd_parameter( "opt ion_03", "string", "", "", ":"); AVSconnect_widget (param, "typein") ; AVSadd_parameter_prop (param, "width", "integer", 4) ; param = AVSadd_parameter( "opt ion_04", "string", "", "", ":"); AVSconnect_widget (param, "typein") ; AVSadd_parameter_prop (param, "width", "integer", 4) ; param = AVSadd_parameter ("option_05", "string", " AVSconnect_widget (param, "typein") ; AVSadd_parameter_prop (param, "width", "integer", 4) ; param = AVSadd_parameter ("option_06", "string", " AVSconnect_widget (param, "typein" ) ; AVSadd_parameter_prop (param, "width", "integer", 4) ; param = AVSadd_parameter ("option_07", "string", AVSconnect_widget (param, "typein") ; AVSadd_parameter_prop (param, "width", "integer", 4) ; param = AVSadd_parameter ("option_08" , "string", " AVSconnect_widget (param, "typein") ; AVSadd_parameter_prop (param, "width", "integer", 4) ;
A-l param = AVSadd_parameter("option_09", "string", "", "", ":"); AVSconnect_widget(param, "typein"); AVSadd_parameter_prop(param,"width", "integer", 4); param = AVSadd_parameter("option_10", "string", "", "", ":"); AVSconnect_widget(param, "typein") ; AVSadd_parameter_prop(param,"width", "integer", 4) ; param = AVSadd_parameter("option J.1", "string", "", "", ":"); AVSconnect_widget(param, "typein");
AVSadd_parameter_prop(param,"width", "integer", 4) ; param = AVSadd_parameter("option_12", "string", "", "", ":"); AVSconnect_widget(param, "typein"); AVSadd_parameter_prop(param,"width", "integer", 4) ; * param = AVSadd_float_parameter("X scale factor", 1.00000, FLOAT_UNBOUND, FLOATJJNBOUND); AVSconnect_widget(param, "typeinjreal"); AVSadd_parameter_prop(param,"width","integer",4); param = AVSadd_float_parameter("Y scale factor", 1.00000, FLOATJJNBOUND, FLOATJJNBOUND); AVSconnect_widget(param, "typeinjreal"); AVSadd_parameter_prop(param,"width", "integer", 4); param = AVSadd_parameter("inverse", "boolean", 0, 0, 1); AVSconnect_widget(param, "toggle"); param = AVSadd_parameter("browse file", "string", "", "", ":"); AVSconnect_widget(param, "browser"); param = AVSadd_parameter("file contents", "string", "", "", ":"); AVSconnect_widget(param, "text_browser"); AVSadd_parameter_prop(param,"height","integer", 10); AVSinitialize_output(in_port,outjport) ; AVSset_compute_proc(Proj_coords_compute); return(1); /* Module Compute Routine */ / * *****************************************/ int Proj_coords_compute( inp, out, option_01, option_02, option_03, option_04, option_05, option_06, option_07, option_08, option_09, option_10, option_ll, option_12, X_scale_factor, Y_scale_factor, inverse, browse_file, file_contents) AVSfield *inp; Ã VSfield **out; char *option_01; char *option_02; char *option_03; char *option_04; char *option_05; char *option_06; char *option_07; char *option_08; char *option_09; char *option_10; char *option_ll; char *option_12; float *X_scale_factor; float *Y_scale_factor; int inverse; char *browse_file; char *file_contents; file contents This text browser displays the contents of the "browse file" selected by the user.
USAGE
To use this module effectively, you must read and understand the portions of the PROJ documentation indicated under SEE ALSO. When reading the documentation, keep in mind that the "-" options do not pertain to this module; only the "+" options pertain to this module.
Understanding the concept of initialization and default files explained in the Interim Report referenced under SEE ALSO is also very important. Use of this module can be made easier by creating initialization and default files that satisfy your own unique requirements. The PROJ. 4 system provides the initialization files nad27 and nad83 for U.S. State Plane Coordinate Systems and provides the default file proj_def.dat.
The option_xx typein parameters for this module are used for specifying the PROJ "+control" cartographic parameters explained in the PROJ documentation. The user enters one cartographic control parameter per option_xx typein, with or without the preceding "+" sign. These typeins are processed first, followed by the initialization file and then the default file. Reentry of an option is ignored with the first occurrence taking precedence.
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